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Zermatt, which grew rapidly from a mere scatter of houses to a village 
with hotels. John Ruskin came in August 1849, and made sketches of the 
north side on which the wonderful engravings in his Modern Painters9 and 
some beautiful watercolours were based. Ruskin’s diary recorded two days 
‘spent daguerrotyping’.10 Charles Gos (p32) rather meanly suggested that 
these primitive photographs explained Ruskin’s ‘impeccable profiles’, 
but one might consider Ruskin’s superb draughtsmanship responsible. 
Another English artist who visited in the period before the first ascent 
was Edward William Cooke. Cooke’s drawings were used to produce a 
splendid engraving for his friend John Tyndall.11 The French artist Gabriel 
Loppé made several visits to Zermatt, producing some later pictures which 
rendered the mountain faithfully, but his early efforts drew it as a dagger of 
rock and ice piercing the skies12 – certainly a valid and effective treatment.

Following the first ascent, the Matterhorn was drawn by too many 
artists to mention here, but splendid examples by Elijah Walton, George 
Barnard, John Singer Sargent, Edward Theodore Compton and Arthur 
Cust are presented at the start of later Journal sections.

Robin Campbell

9 . Ruskin, John, Modern Painters: Volume 4, Part 5: Of Mountain Beauty. Smith, Elder & Co. 1856
10. See Evans, Joan & Whitehouse, J H, The diaries of John Ruskin 1848-1873. Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1958
11. Tyndall, John, Mountaineering in 1861: A vacation tour. Longman Green, 1862
12. For example, a coloured lithograph published by Becherat of Geneva which was tipped into various tourist 
picture-books of the 1850s. I have seen it only in Souvenirs de la Suisse et des Alpes in the National Library of Scotland. 
This is given a guessed date of 1863, but 1850s seems more likely. 

tions of the Aosta valley side of the Alps by Ada Peyrot, published in 1972,5 
but it contains few Matterhorn drawings.

Aside from some rather unconvincing drawings on old maps, no attempt 
to draw the Matterhorn was made until the visit of Marc-Theodore Bourrit 
in 1803. Bourrit is well known for illustrations of early books about Mont 
Blanc and Chamonix, particularly in collaboration with H B de Saussure. 
However, Gattlen dismissed Bourrit’s effort: ‘In his picture, the Matterhorn 
is seen as a not particularly distinct part of a mountain range, drawn from 
the Italian side of the Theodulpass.’ [Gattlen, p16, author’s translation] 
So the first clearly recognizable drawings of the Matterhorn are two rather 
impressive watercolours by Hans Conrad Escher von der Linth in 1806 – 
one of the Zermatt side on 14 August and – after a presumed crossing of the 
Theodul Pass – one of the Valtournanche side on 16 August. Escher had a 
most productive life as politician, engineer, scientist and artist.6

Escher’s drawings might be thought remarkable for their faithful record 
of the mountain’s topography: the east and north faces and enclosing 
ridges are very accurately drawn. However, in general, late eighteenth 
century drawing was faithful to topography; artists made their living by 
accurately rendering portraits of the faces and grand houses of the rich 
men that employed them, and these habits persisted when they turned to 
recording other subjects. It might also be thought remarkable that we had 
to wait until 1806 to see a decent drawing of the Matterhorn, but the Visp 
valley was inaccessible then, and Switzerland was enduring a period of 
exceptional political turmoil. 

It wasn’t until 1820 that the startling appearance of the Matterhorn 
became widely known. This was largely due to Johann-Jakob Meyer, who 
published an engraving of the northern side in the Helvetischer Almanach 
and various other publications. The Club has a faithful later copy of one 
of these by Johann-Jakob Sperli. Meyer’s engraving and the badly faded 
watercolour on which it is based may be seen at www.jjmeyer.ch. Other 
engravings appeared in the 1820s and 1830s, notably a fine one by Johann 
Heinrich Meyer in 1829.7

The first artist from French Switzerland to draw the Matterhorn was 
perhaps the Genevan Alexandre Calame. His excellent drawing Le Mont 
Servin, appeared in a vanishingly rare book of lithographs in 1841.8 I was 
unable to obtain a usable image of this. At this time James D Forbes also 
produced a drawing from the Riffelberg, ‘Plate VII’ in his Travels through 
the Alps of Savoy (1843). He described the Matterhorn as ‘the most striking 
natural object I have seen, an inaccessible obelisk of rock.’

After the establishment of the Swiss Confederation in 1848, tourism 
flourished, and numerous attractive little books, illustrated with coloured 
lithographs, were published. Foreign artists took note, and came to 

5. Peyrot, Ada, La Valle d’Aosta nei Secoli. Tipografia Torinese Editrice, 1972
6. Brandenberger, René, Hans Conrad Escher von der Linth: die ersten panoramen der Alpen. Baeschlin, 2002
7. Sauvan. Jean-Baptiste-Balthazar, Le Rhône. Description historique et pittoresque de son cours depuis sa source jusqu’à la 
mer. Various publishers, 1829
8. Calame, Alexandre, Douze vues du Mont-Rose et la vallée de la Viège. Lithographs printed by Schmid. Wessel, 1841

Robin Collomb: An Appreciation
Robin Collomb, who died in January at the age of 84, was an eminence 

grise in the mountain world, his West Col publishing imprint better known 
than his name. Although his lengthy alpine record more than qualified 
him for AC membership, he preferred to avoid any conflict of interest by 
remaining close to the Club, though never actually of it. 

Son of a French engineer with Rolls Royce, in his teens Robin spent 
a year with an aunt in Nice, joined the Club Alpin Français and started 
to climb methodically throughout the Alps. After national service in the 
RAF – during which he claimed to have worn a uniform only rarely – he 
worked for the now long defunct Mountaineering Association, in summer 
as deputy chief instructor in the Alps (Hamish MacInnes and Ian Clough 
were among the temporary instructors) and in winter back in London 
producing Mountain Craft, the MA magazine. (This eventually metamor-
phosed into Mountain under the YHA.) Robin became a stalwart member of 
the London Mountaineering Club, itself originally an offshoot of the MA. 

Jobs in printing and publishing allowed Robin to develop his expertise 
in the field and evening classes at St Martins (now Central St Martins) 
honed his artistic skills; throughout his life Robin produced bold paintings 
and delicate line drawings of mountains for both pleasure and business. 
Meanwhile, he was busy collecting and filing useful information from the 
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journals of the continental Alpine clubs and other relevant sources, eventu-
ally enabling him to build a very successful business around this mine of 
information. His first book – A Dictionary of Mountaineering – was published 
in 1957 by Blackie.

One day in 1964 I received a letter from the editorial director at Secker 
& Warburg – one Robin Collomb – inviting me to lunch. His name rang a 
bell, wasn’t he an alpine instructor with the Mountaineering Association? 
The upshot was the commission for my first book, Rock Climbers in Action 
in Snowdonia. My old school chum Tony Smythe added the text and the 
book was published in 1966, the first of an innovative series that Robin 
had planned covering British and Alpine climbing regions. While making 
the acquaintance, through the book, of several of the young, leading-edge 
climbers of the day, he noted the talents of the mercurial computer man 
Pete Crew.

In 1966 Robin joined Pergamon Press, recently acquired by Robert 
Maxwell MP, the later-notorious publishing tycoon, and moved to 
Maxwell’s Oxford headquarters. Among the exciting new projects he 
initiated under Pergamon’s auspices was a glossy, international mountain 
magazine. Remaining a well-kept secret, a team of high-powered regular 
contributors was recruited, Chris Brasher among them and, after an inter-
esting lunch with Maxwell, Pete Crew was appointed as editor. My own 
task was to be art director and picture editor and an attractive advertis-
er’s dummy was produced. Then, quite abruptly, Robin resigned his post. 
‘I want out before the CID move in,’ he told me. ‘The whole edifice is 
crooked.’ Maxwell’s subsequent career is well known, though it took many 
years for his fraud to be finally confirmed. 

And so West Col was born. Initially a short-lived partnership with a 
Pergamon journalist named West, West Col handled all sorts of specialist 
and unusual publishing and printing assignments, but its forte was moun-
taineering guidebooks, for which there was an obvious gap in the market. 
Keeping overheads to a minimum, Robin worked from home in Goring-on-
Thames where typesetting was done by a local girl using a then state of the 
art IBM golf-ball electric typewriter. Pete Crew was set up as guidebooks 
general editor, while specialists in each mountain area, in Britain, the Alps 
and elsewhere, were commissioned to assemble the contents. Meanwhile 
Robin personally wrote or compiled several useful reference volumes, an 
annotated list of all Alpine peaks for instance, besides many of his Guide-
Collomb mountain-walking guides to extra-Alpine ranges. As catalyst-with-
contacts, he was able to commission and place with mainstream publishers, 
books written by various mountain authors, including biographies of Joe 
Brown and Don Whillans. Meanwhile he ran the publishing programmes 
of the AC, the Scottish Mountaineering Trust and others, besides several 
important business clients in the City. 

Another string to Robin’s bow was maps. A subsidiary venture, Alpina 
Technica Services, specialised in graphic design and illustration and 
imported relevant Alpine maps via friends in Switzerland, undercutting 

the over-priced official London importers. He continued with authorised 
reprints of rare or unobtainable maps of other mountain areas such as the 
Atlas and in due course commissioned definitive climbers’ maps of Mount 
Kenya and Kilimanjaro. 

Naturally Robin continued to climb himself, often visiting an area for 
which a guidebook was in preparation where he would check out the 
regular routes and the current valley facilities in person. Unfortunately in 
1969 he was struck down by severe rheumatoid arthritis which blunted his 
climbing but never his ferocious appetite for work, and I recall him holding 
court, semi-crippled, in the Maloja campsite for the season, while pointing 

Robin Collomb in action on the pinnacle of Pinnacle Ridge (V.Diff.), Braich Ty 
Du, Carneddau, March 1965. (John Cleare/Mountain Camera Picture Library)
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several powerful parties at the important routes and the obvious virgin 
lines in the Bernina and East Bergell massifs, with gratifying results. In 
later years, in remission of sorts but still in pain, Robin was active abroad, 
frequently with his wife Pam – an AC member in her own right – or various 
other companions, in the Picos, the Atlas, the Rockies, East Africa and 
elsewhere, inevitably resulting in yet more useful publications. 

A family man with three daughters, Robin was highly regarded by both 
friends and business associates. He was a kindly, generous chap and good 
company, typically expounding his encyclopaedic knowledge of his subject 
while smoking a cigar or black cheroot before adding pointed comments 
laced with his usual dry humour. But despite his valuable input to the 
mountaineering world, some who knew Robin only by repute considered 
him controversial. Who was Collomb to pontificate about the Alps? A 
friend once jested that he’d climbed the voie normale on every significant 
alpine summit. While obviously an overstatement, when taken together 
with his comprehensive filing system, it qualified Robin to speak with 
considerable authority. How dare he make money from guidebooks! Surely 
the clubs should produce these at cost? But they didn’t. And only recently 
have they got round to paying expenses and even small fees. The fact is 
that after West Col swung into action, guides to almost every Alpine area 
appeared, guides which would otherwise never have been published, and 
many delightful areas would have remained terra incognita to climbers from 
Britain and abroad. We owe Robin Collomb a considerable debt. 

John Cleare

Kekoo Naoroji Award
The Kekoo Naoroji Book Award was founded by the Naoroji family 

in memory of Kekoo Naoroji, past president and great supporter of the 
Himalayan Club. Each year the award is given to an outstanding book on 
a Himalayan subject from entries received. In 2014, Tony Smythe won the 
prize for his outstanding memoir My Father, Frank. Tony Smythe writes: 
‘The Kekoo Naoroji Himalayan Literature Award ceremony followed 
Lindsay Griffin’s lecture, Escape from Mongolia. I was called to the platform 
and Rishad Naoroji presented me with a certificate and a superb, lavishly 
produced volume of Himalayan photos taken by his illustrious climbing 
and environmentalist father Kekoo. This was accompanied by the presen-
tation by the honorary treasurer, Divyesh Muni, of a freestanding metal 
shield inscribed with the HC logo.

‘After my words of appreciation I then gave a talk with slides on My 
Father, Frank, the book and the man, rounding this off with a showing of 
the 1983 version of the BBC’s TV production of the 1931 Kamet expedition 
film, with its professional commentary, perhaps more watchable than the 
somewhat hilarious BBC version of 1965. This is an opportunity for me to 
record my thanks to my hosts, and particularly organiser Rajesh Gadgil, 
for their great kindness, generosity and efficiency during my trip to India.’

Tony Smythe receives his Kekoo Naoroji Himalayan Literature Award from 
Rishad Naoroji and Divyesh Muni at the Himalayan Club. 

Lines of Ascent: William Heaton Cooper
A certain generation of us grew up with William Heaton Cooper’s guide-

book crag drawings of the Lakes in the little brown Fell and Rock guidebook 
series originally edited by Harry Kelly. The latest exhibition in the archive 
gallery of William’s Grasmere Studio, now the family business selling the 
work of four generations of artists, does much more than simply display his 
original crag drawings. It evokes a whole Lakeland climbing culture of the 
era before the Second World War when these guidebooks were initiated 
and reaches into the present with original drawings by the current Fell and 
Rock crag draftsman, Al Phizacklea, who opened the exhibition. Certainly 
William’s large sketchbook drawings are at the centre of the show, with 
their amazing economy of line and simple repertoire of cross-hatching. But 
photographs, crag paintings, equipment, sketchbooks, letters and notes 
provide an insight into not only William’s commitment to this guidebook 
job, but his unfailing passion for his life’s work – catching the shifting spirit 
of specific mountains at specific moments in all the media and modes avail-
able. So as well as his famous watercolours, there is a Cubist vision of Kirk-
fell from 1930, an oil portrait of Gimmer, a 1938 linocut in three colours 
of ‘Gimmer Crag and Bowfell’ and, from an Alpine sketchbook of 1955, 
two drawings of people crammed into the interior of the old Couvercle Hut 
followed by a pencil sketch of the Grandes Jorasses.

William Heaton Cooper started illustrating Fell and Rock guidebooks 
in 1935 and continued for the next 50 years. The pages of Harry Kelly’s 
diary for 3-6 June 1933 reveal that the first meeting of the guidebook 
committee included ‘AT and AB Hargreaves, HC, self and Speaker, Pollitt 


